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Emails come in The emails are encrypted

The emails are deduplicated and
then compressed to make for

economic storage

Emails are stamped with
a unique code to ensure
compliance and security

Users have access to a 
bottomless inbox on mobile
and within their mail client

Users can perform lightning fast 
searches down to the most
granular detail to retrieve
specific emails instantly from
a store of millions of emails

How ArcTitan works

Combining a ‘never-delete’ archive with fast and intuitive searching helps 
meet the unique regulations that govern your industry

COMPLIANCE:

ArcTitan’s digital fingerprint technology, high-level encryption and reliable 
audit trail means you can trust the integrity of any email within your archive

SECURITY:

Organisations regularly achieve up to 75%
savings in premium storage costs

STORAGE REDUCTION:

Lightening fast search and retrieval that makes
Outlook seem snail-paced

SUPERIOR FINDABILITY:

Differentiators

ArcTitan is an incredibly powerful way to access every single email an organisation has ever sent or received. Year on year, there is 
substantial growth of email across almost all businesses’ infrastructures. That’s growth in number of emails, the average size of 
emails and the importance of emails, leading to longer backups and increased costs to the customer. With a unique indexing 
algorithm, ArcTitan gives users instant access to any email that they have ever sent or received without any strain on the mail server 
and without compromising on search response times.

What we do

Compliance has been a long standing part of the Arc Titan message. All organisation need solutions in place to make sure email is 
compliant and works optimally. Rising email volumes and email data growth  rates means organisation must manage  ever-expanding 
mailboxes both from a infrastructure point of view and in terms of remaining compliant. 

When email data reaches the point where it is no longer needed on a daily basis but must be retained as an archive for compliance
or legal or legal reasons, a cloud email archiving solution like ArcTitan is an obvious solution. ArcTitan allows organisations easily manage this 
email growth at a fraction of the cost of on-premises archiving systems. With low set-up costs and no infrastructure or expertise 
required it's the perfect solution for SMBs.

Why choose ArcTitan for your email archiving?
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